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Parents’ Rules and Regulations 
 
 
1. All the parents of Najude Pioneer School pupils shall take part in the general meetings of the PTA, 

which take part at least once in every term. When they receive an invitation letter, it is their duty to 
appear to the meeting. It is essential for the success of the school that the parents are involved in 
the decision-making and that they are informed as much as possible. 

 
2. It is the responsibility of the parents to send their children to school and to ensure that they arrive 

there in time. In cases such as sickness of the pupil or death of relatives, which prevent their child 
from coming to school, the parents shall write a letter to the class teacher, or give an oral message 
to a fellow pupil of the child concerned so that the class teacher knows what is going on. Farming 
or taking care of siblings are in no case acceptable reasons for being absent from school. 

 
3. After holidays, the parents shall send their children back to school on the resumption day, which is 

announced in a letter given to the pupils before holidays. The parents living far away shall bring 
their children back to their relatives or to the pupils’ quarters some at least one day before 
resumption, and provide them with all the things they will need during the term, such as a school 
uniform, stockings and sandals, a school bag, exercise books, writing material, a broom, a hoe and 
enough food. 

 
4. No parent is allowed to attack a staff member of NPS either verbally or physically, during or after 

school hourse, whatever the reason of his anger may be. The School Management expects the 
parents to pay due respect the Principal, to all the teachers and to the respective class teacher of 
their children in particular. If a parent is unhappy with the teaching methods or the performance of 
a teacher, he or she shall meet him or her and discuss the matter calmly and peacefully. If the 
problem cannot be solved between the two of them, the parent shall inform the Principal. If 
necessary, the problem will be carried to the PTA, where a solution will be found. However, if any 
of the teachers feel threatened by a parent, he or she has the right and the duty to inform the 
School Management about it. The parent concerned will then be called to explain himself. If 
necessary, an oral and then a written warning will be given to the parent. The School Management 
has the right to take any further measure it thinks to be appropriate in order to ensure the security 
of its teachers. 

 
5. Parents and villagers in general are not allowed to enter the school premises during the school 

hours. It is not allowed to chat with any of the teachers during the school hours. 
 
6. The school fees have to be paid during the first week of the every term. In addition, every parent 

has to provide his child with exercise books, writing material, a school bag, a school uniform with 
stockings and sandals, a broom and a hoe. 
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7. It is compulsory for every pupil to wear the official blue-white chequered NPS uniform. The 
uniform has to be acquired from the school. Self sawn uniforms will not be accepted. Stockings 
and sandals are also available in the school, but it is not compulsory to acquire them from there. 
The school also sells toothbrushes and exercise books for every class. 

 
8. If a child spoils school property such as windows, rulers and school text books, the parents have to 

fully cover the costs. 
 
9. No child is allowed to marry or to be married during the time he or she is attending Najude 

Pioneer School. 
 
10. No parent is allowed to withdraw his child from the school before the pupil completes class six, 

unless there is a genuine reason such as changing of residence. In such a case, a transfer certificate 
will be issued out to the pupil. The reason will not be accepted, however, if the parents decide to 
act without previously informing the Principal. In this case they have to pay a penalty fee to the 
school. The same applies if the Principal does not accept the reason given by the parent, if the 
parent does not give any reason or if he or she says the problem comes from the child. As stated 
above, marriage is in no case an acceptable reason to leave the school. 

 
11. The parents, no matter whether Christians or Muslims, shall always consider that the Najude 

Pioneer School is not a religious school and does not emphasize on religious education. The 
priorities are academic knowledge such as reading, writing, English and mathematics, as well as 
health and agricultural education. No parent shall therefore demand to lay more emphasis on 
religion, since this is not the aim of the school. 

 
12. No pupil is allowed to repeat a class more than two times. If the pupil does not pass the promotion 

examination for the third time, he or she will be expelled from the school. 
 
13. By signing the admission form of the Najude Pioneer School, the parents oblige to abide by all the 

articles stated above to their best knowledge and consciousness. If they knowingly and willingly 
violate any of the articles stated in this document, the School Management is authorized to take 
any steps necessary to defend its rights. 

 
 
 

Signed 
Management of Najude Pioneer School 


